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CAMPUS YOGA is a meeting between practi-
tioners and those  intrested in yoga to

EXPERIENCE TOGETHER, SHARE, PRACTICE

and learn different holistc practices
and disciplines.

campusyoga.com.mx
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CAMPUS YOGA 2014
 

NOVEMBER 28, 29 & 30
 

In this 2nd annual Campus Yoga we will be honored with the 
presence of 

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL RENOWNED TEACHERS, 
and complementary activities like: 

Tai Chi • Meditation • Vegetarian food •  Wateryoga • Facial 
Mask Workshop • Holistic Bazaar • Fire Ceremony. 

There also will be a program of special activities for children.
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• RODNEY YEE •
Renowned international yoga teacher. 

• ALEJANDRO MALDONADO •
 National yoga teacher celebrity

•  DR. JORGE M. BUCAY •
Physician and writer, specialized in mental illness and 

Gestalt psychotherapist. 

• MIRABAI CEIBA •
Music duo that will give a concert on Saturday and

during the opening ceremony.



PROGRAM
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Rodney 
Yee

He has taught workshops and yoga retreats around the world for 
over 15 years, being a renowned and respected figure in the world 
of yoga, creating and producing over 30 videos and recordings for 

Gaiam and written two yoga books.

He has also participated in renowned publications like New York 
Times, The Wall Street Journal, Vouge, Elle, etc. He has appeared in 

various TV shows such as Good Morning America Oprah.
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Colleen 
Saidman

 Her beginnings in Yoga were in 1987.  In 1994, after back surgery, 
Colleen’s commitment to her yoga practice deepened.

Colleen opened her own studio, Yoga Shanti, in Sag Harbor, in 
1999. She has taught several yoga teacher trainings at Yoga Shanti, 

some with her husband, Rodney Yee.

The New York Times christened Colleen “The First Lady of Yoga,”.
She has also been featured in Vanity Fair, New York magazine, 

Oprah, Marie-Claire, Allure, and Yoga Journal. 

More recently, together with Rodney, Colleen helped to create 
Urban Zen’s Integrative Yoga Therapist Program, Donna Karan’s 

worldwide initiative. 
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Dr. Jorge 
M. Bucay

Working since age 13. In his life path has been traveling salesman, 
insurance agent, driver, clown, educator, actor, psychiatrist, group 
coordinator, radio columnist, television host and psychotherapist 

couples and adults.

Dr. Jorge Bucay received “The Golden Book” of its Argentine publi-
shers for selling his book  number 1,000,000 in the country.

In Spain is the editor of Healthy Mind, a monthly publication dedica-
ted to spreading the ideas of health psychology and the principles 

for developing people potential. 

He is a regular columnist in five Latin American radios and nine 
newspapers,  seven in Spain, one in Mexico and one in Portugal. 

Of his eighteen books, many has been translated into 24 languages 
and published in more than 30 countries.
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Eugenia
Debayle

Eugenia Debayle is a direct and authentic woman. Talking about her is 
synonym of elegance and glamour. She has been renowned by impor-

tant fashion magazines like “Quien” and “Vogue”. 

Her career began in the music business, as manager of many groups.
She was editor of BBmundo magazine, and has collaborated as stylist 

in Voge, BBmundo and many others.

Her current main project is The Beauty Effect, a web portal that she 
defines as “A space for women were they can find all the information 
about looking and feeling beautiful without following mainstream rigid 

standards of beauty.

Eugenia finds in beauty a very powerful weapon to complement our 
identity and message to the world. She thinks that everyone is beautiful 

in his or her own form and style.

Eugenia is currently the hostess of EstiloDF tv show and in March 2014 
appeared in the first edition of Paris Harper ‘s Bazaar
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Montessori Children’s Community Guide with over 25 years of expe-
rience. With the mission to guide physical, mental and psycho-emo-

tional development of children. 

She currently works daily with children 6 to 9 years old activities 
such as body movement “Spiral”, in which children become aware 
of their body, balancing the two hemispheres to develop self-awa-
reness and reach concentration and meditation in motion. She also 
teaches holistic psychomotricity, elements ritualize, mandalas for 

kids, brain gym, among others. 

Her love for education, and the pure hearts of children make her an 
excellent guide on child training.

Marilú 
Hernández
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Alejandro 
Maldonado

Alejandro Maldonado began in the discipline of Yoga in New York City, but was 
in Miami where he attended his first training to become a yoga teacher at the 

Sinergy Yoga Center. 

Later he returned to New York where he met Sharon Gannon and David Life 
founders of Jivamukti Yoga NYC with whom he attended several conferences. In 
the same city he was Eddie sterns Student, renowned in teaching Ashtanga yoga 

Mysore style).

He traveled to India, and became a disciple of Sri K. Patabbi Sharat Jois. In the 
city of Kathmandu (Nepal) he experienced the Buddhist meditation with Tibetan 

monks. He coursed Iyengar style in Madrid to improve his asanas.

Now a days, the mexican yogui teach at several cities such as Madrid, London, 
Paris, Miami and especially in Mexico.

His participation in television and massive yoga events has positioned himself as 
an important yoga teacher and leader in this field in our country.
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Nayeli 
Nateras

She has taught yoga to children, adolescents, adults and families 
since 2009.

Nayeli offers super fun yoga classes to yoga schools and yoga centers. 

She believes that children are our LOVE  teachers. That nourish a fun 
and loving childhood creates a firm foundation of love and aware-

ness to children, their families and their environment. 
Now she is completely dedicated to sharing their discoveries and 
adventures, expanding the joy and magic of yoga for children 

around being Rainbow Kids Yoga Senior Trainer. 

Some of his teachers include Cherokee Shrei from Alpha Omega 
Yoga; Cheri Clampet and Arturo Peal of Therapeutic Yoga; Yoga 
and Tibetan Buddhism by Geshe Michael Roach and Rafael Cer-

vantes Adva Yoga.

. 
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Sergio 
Arana

He combines his great and solid experience in the field of Public Rela-
tions and University studies & Business Communication, with his passion 

for discipline and spirituality of yoga in its various expressions.

Sergio has been given to physical activity with a broad sense of respon-
sibility, a competent visionary mindset.

His coaching experience is enriched by being part of Federacion Mex-
icana de Yoga Universal. He has a Diploma as Hatha Yoga Coach 
supported by CONA- DE and SEP, as well as being specialist in Iyengar, 
Vinyasa Yoga, Power Yoga, Ashtanga and Hatha Yoga from Dr. de la 

Ferriere.
He is a certificate Ashtanga Vinyasa Yoga Full by FMYU, he also creates 
the Ad- hoMoksha and is part of the organizing committee in Yoga Mar-

athon, Mexico City.
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Guru Sadhana
Singh

A specialist in Kundalini Yoga, Certified Level II teacher by Kundalini 
Research Institute, with 20 years of experience, he started by practi-

cing Ashtanga Vinyasa and Iyengar Yoga.

When Sadhana Singh met teachers Arjan Kaur, Arjan Singh and 
Satpurk Singh, direct students of Yogui Bhajan, at that moment he 
decided that Kundalini Yoga was his path of life and joined the Sikh 
Center Mexico. Affiliated to Ikyita Mexico, he teaches at Sat Nam 
Yoga in Zihuatanejo, and various hotels In Ixtapa Zihuatanejo, Gro.
Guru Sadhana Singh has participated in various workshops with 
Snatam Kaur, Guru Ganesh, Mira- bai Ceiba, Gurmukh and Mar-

cos Jassan.

Recently, Guru Sadhana Singh participated with the actress Ana 
Serradilla in the promotional vi- deos of “The Sun Triangle”, “I am 

Guerrero”, and “My perfect Voyage in Guerrero”.
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Julieta 
Portilla

Basic and advanced forms of Tai Ji Quan, free hand and weapons, 
such as: sword, fan and sable. Stu- died at the Chinese Cultural 
Foundation with Kung Fu Masters Francisco Gonzalez and Dong 
Dong She studied at the Jiao in Mexico Shaolin Temple under Mas-
ter Yang Jun and Grand Master Peng You Lian, Remis School in Sha-
olin Kung Fu, Grandmaster Shi De Yang 31th Generation Shaolin 
Monk in the Latin American Association of Chen style Tai Chi Chuan 

with Grandmaster Chen Zhenglei.

Currently taking specialized classes for Tai Chi Chuan instructors 
with Master Dong Dong Jiao in Chi- nese Cultural Foundation of 
Kung Fu AC, Mexico, Federal District, Mexico. She has been an ins-
tructor of Tai Chi Chuan and Qigong in at CESIPAM Pemex where 

she is currently working.
5 years as an instructor of Tai Chi Chuan and Qigong at Club Casa-

blanca Atizapán and does also pri- vate Tutoring.
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Mirabai 
Ceiba

A gentle yet expansive spirit pervades all the music of Mirabai Ceiba. 
The delicate sounds of harp, piano, and guitar blend with lovingly 
intertwined voices amid lush celestial soundscapes. Their concerts 
are group celebrations for peace—joyous and loving occasions that 
embody the duo’s profound belief in music as a universal language 

uniting all the world’s peoples, cultures and traditions.

Mirabai Ceiba is a duo consisting of guitarist/singer Markus Sieber 
and singer/harpist/keyboardist Angelika Baumbach. Together, Ange-
lika and Markus have forged engaging new style of world devotional 
music blending Gurmukhi mantras from the Kundalini Yoga tradition 
with original songs in English and Spanish that reflect a Native Ameri-
can influence and also draw words of wisdom from Rumi, Thich Nhat 

Hanh, Guru Nanak and Yogi Bhajan.
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PACKAGES

2 

TICKETS THROUGH ETICKET: 

Single Class ... $ 100 pesos
Rodney Yee Workshop $150 pesos

Jorge Bucay Conference $150 pesos
Full day (no meals) $ 500 pesos 

Full program (no meals) $ 1,350 pesos




